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Seven and Counting

ABOUT THE BAND

Seven and Counting is a
new, nine-piece band with
several tracks recorded so far.
Our sound is a kind of a mixture
of styles and influences each and
every one of us picked up "along
the road", from rock to country
and blues and whatever falls
between so it's hard for us to
select one single genre to match
our style.
We are currently working on new
and original songs for our first
record.

The band was founded in 2014 by Vinko
'Rusty' Baković (rhythm guitar), Daria
Baković (backing vocal) and Boško Colić
(drums). Domagoj Bašić on violin was
fourth member but he kept himself in the
band only until our first single - I'll Be
There - was recorded. He may come
back to us one day, at least as a guest
on the concert. Anyway, the whole idea
of forming this band was based on curiosity. 'Rusty' had no prior experience
in music whatsoever - never played solo
or in the band, never took music lessons
(extensive listening of various artists and
genres excluded) and never actually
thought he may go public someday.
But…

After realising he still enjoys playing some
songs he wrote over 20 years ago, a big
question popped-up: What if those
songs deserve more than just being
played in his living room? This dilemma
became a starting spark that led us to
founding Seven and Counting. But
before that, we wanted to do just a 3-4
songs to see if they could sound decent
enough to go public with them. During
that process, some people came, some
people went, but strong band core
persisted and over time we became a
loosen-up bunch of people who share
same sense of humour, similar music
taste and, above all, we truly love what
we do. No matter if it's a cover song or
one of our original songs, we enjoy in
leaving pieces of us in it.

BAND MEMBERS

Boško Colić - drums

Ante Paleka - bass

Ivan Vihar - lead guitar

Ante Valčić - sax

Grgo Ivković - keyboards

Daria Baković - backing vocals

Nevija Kožul Peričić - backing vocals

Lucija Grabovac - backing vocals

Vinko Baković - rhythm guitar, vocals

